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00:25:35 Shelley: Shelley Moskowitz, East Rock Creek Village (ERCV)
00:39:06 Mary Jo Deering: The recording and chat will be available in a few days on our website:  
WAVEvillages.org->WAVE Programs-> Archive of WAVE events.
00:45:14 Wendy, Arlington Neighborhood Village: were the workshops in person or Zoom? and can you talk more 
about the facilitators?
00:52:51 Judy Berman (she/her) CHV Staff: how do you manage groups if there's large disparities in resources 
available? or do you group according to socio-economic status?
00:53:20 Christy Ludlow: What are the training requirements for facilitators?
00:54:42 Wendy, Arlington Neighborhood Village: Are you saying that your facilitators had training and previous 
career skills that lent themselves to this effort?
00:55:24 Holly Pollinger: I am in Washington DC with Glover Park Village. How do we go about offering this to 
our memebers?
00:56:54 Judy Berman (she/her) CHV Staff: Is there a target "life stage" for this? i.e. Should we be looking for people 
who have retired or haven't  yet retired?  Before Medicare eligibility or after?
00:57:57 Judy Berman (she/her) CHV Staff: We have had experience grouping "solo agers" together for similar 
activities, since they have concerns in common
01:26:52 Kate McGrail, Suburban Hospital: Thank you Margan and Bob for sharing this informative and necessary 
topic with real-world examples on making it work for individuals and families. I particularly thought it was helpful to 
reminded to normalize the conversation. In light of feeling comfortable with difficult conversations and scenarios, I 
wanted to share an upcoming conversation on The Benefits of Palliative Care, this Sunday, October 16 at 4p. Hosted by 
the Aging Well Special Interest Group of Bethesda Metro Area Village, it features Dr. Steven Wilks, Hospice and 
Palliative Care Specialist at Suburban. This event is open to all - regardless of village membership or zip code. Please 
register here: https://jhjhm.zoom.us/webinar/register/WN_GLg9H-K8Tnu5CFK6G8eSwQ
01:27:11 Judy Berman (she/her) CHV Staff: Thank you to WAVE and QA@H for this presentation.  Looking forward 
to further conversation about how we can learn from you.
01:27:29 Kate McGrail, Suburban Hospital: Thank you Judy - I echo!
01:30:49 Margan QA@H: margan.ourqah@gmail.com
01:31:38 Kate McGrail, Suburban Hospital: Montgomery County Villages, stay tuned for an RFP from Suburban this 
month. If this training is a pathway your village is ready to take on and funding is barrier, please consider applying
01:32:32 Carol Paquette: Great presentation and fantastic program! Thanks!
01:34:32 Robert Thurston: Great presentation.  Thank you
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